Gav - as discussed, Paula suggests we start drafting something for consideration.

The response should cover a few of the following grab bag of points – no particular order:

- "Competition will only ever deliver better outcomes for consumers if appropriate structural arrangements are established first – this was the principle behind transforming the industry in the 90’s and holds equally today. Where structural impediments create significant market power, no form of energy market which relies on competition will be fully effective."

- "It is clear that 65% of the capacity in Queensland rests with the Queensland Government across 2 portfolios (CS Energy 35% and Stanwell 30%). The bidding and rebidding strategies of these generators will inevitably have a significant impact on outcomes in Queensland, at almost any level of demand. If the generators are incentivised to increase profit, without competitive tension in the region, they certainly have the capacity to do so."

- Pricing capacity at high prices is not a breach of the Electricity Rules. Our enforcement powers extend to certain types of bidding and rebidding behaviour but only in circumstances where we find that the information provided to the market by generators is false or misleading – a misrepresentation. There are currently no constraints (under the NER or CCA) on the way generators bid their capacity into the market in the first instance.

- "Economic withholding is not a breach of the Electricity Rules. Scarcity prices are a valuable signal in an energy-only market. The rules are designed around an expectation that if high prices persist, competitive pressure will see profits being reduced over time either through a competitive response of existing players or new investment. Where a dominant player(s) can influence prices without such pressure - the problem will persist."

- A number of improvements to our powers is possible including:
  - To fulfill our effective competition role access to information about the contract markets is essential to understand drivers of behaviour and claims related to barriers to entry – this could be a recommendation from the ACCC review.
  - To conduct investigations thoroughly a power to gather oral evidence (equivalent to the ACCC's 155 powers) is essential - as recommended in the enforcement review.
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